Commercially minded
Senior Project Manager
Triagonal is a strategic design consultancy helping users to – easily and intuitively – find their way in complex
environments, based on behavioural studies, systemic wayfinding evidence and decades of experience. Our longstanding core business has been solutions for airports worldwide, but currently we also focus on growing our
presence in the healthcare sector, in Denmark and internationally.
We now seek an experienced project manager, who can contribute to our continued growth across sectors, along
with maintaining and further developing the high level of professional and personal client relations for which we
are widely known.
We expect that you have
• a relevant degree – probably at a master or other postgraduate level
• significant experience within project management from design, architecture or other consultancy areas
• what it takes to negotiate and manage several large, international projects simultaneously
• the ability to manage, monitor and prioritize individual projects as well overview our entire project portfolio
• a sound balance between focusing on processes and final results
• profound business understanding and commercial guts, and a talent for business development
• a well-assorted toolbox, as well as proven and tested processes
• patience and empathy – combined with the natural authority needed to take decisive action
• the ability to negotiate and communicate fluently in English, as well as in a Scandinavian language
• an accommodating personality, a good sense of humour and broad shoulders
• the potential and desire to grow together with Triagonal
We offer
• an independent job with a large degree of responsibility in an ambitious, professional environment
• day-to-day collaboration with Triagonal’s partners, designers and project coordinator
• a friendly work environment, good colleagues and offices five minutes from Kongens Nytorv
• individually negotiated salary and conditions
Application
If you want to be a part of our journey, please send your application no later than February 15th.
Interviews will be held in week 10 and 11, and we expect our new colleague to start May 1st.
Application and questions sent via email to:
Tina Ravbjerg - tr@triagonal.dk

